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Black Hills State University 
 

PE 481 Methods and Evaluation for Physical Education 
 
 
Concepts addressed: 
Liability and Legal aspects: considerations of equipment, class organization, supervision, and 
program selection  
 
Resources:  
Anderson, P (1999) Sports Law: A Desktop Handbook Milwaukee: National Sport Law Institute. 
 
Grayson, E (2001) School Sport and the Law Kingston-Upon-Thames: Croner.  
 
JOPERD law review column  
 
Site for other resources: http://www.pepraxis.com/infocenter/resources.htm  
 
 
Outline of course discussion and case review: this is in no way intended to substitute for legal 
council nor do I profess to have any expertise in this area other than what I have gleaned from 
graduate coursework and literature on the topic.  
 
Liability: responsibility to act as ORP (see below)  
Tort law: civil wrong, but unintentional act (we did not even get into criminal)  
Negligence: failure to act as an Ordinary, Reasonable, and Prudent person would under the same 
circumstances (in your case and ORP first year certified and qualified physical education 
teacher)  
 
Duties of a teacher: this is not an exhaustive list - major pieces of the profession  

1. Instruct: proper, adequate (check notes for all aspects: progression, sequence, ... )  
2. Supervise(instructionally based, proactive, direct access etc): adequate? Differentiate from 

monitoring! (indirect, reactive) is it general or specific remember discussion of emergency 
plans and practicing them  

3. safe and proper environment  
4. safe and proper equipment  

You can be sued as a teacher and/or coach for: (that makes you the defendant)  
1. Malfeasance: doing something beyond the scope of your training resulting in damages 

(e.g. crash car driving kids home b/c they stayed late for you)  
2. Misfeasance: doing something you are allowed/trained to do but doing it incorrectly (e.g. 

when you should be supervising class start talking to the custodian and to not pay attention 
when a child deviated from allowable procedure and gets hurt)  

3. Nonfeasance: not doing something you are trained to do (fail discuss safety prior to a golf 
lesson and a student gets hit with a backswing)  

Essential elements to demonstrate negligence:  
1. Did the teacher have a DUTY? (instruction, supervision, safe and proper equipment & 

environment etc.) This is usually pretty easy to say 'yes' to  
2. Was there a BREECH of DUTY? (failure to carry out duty to the appropriate standards)  
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3. Did the plaintiff receive ACTUAL DAMAGES? (e.g. an injury) was there PROXIMATE 
CAUSE? (the breech of duty directly caused the damages - the injury would not have 
occurred but for the actions of the defendant)  

 
Defenses against negligence: (some are dependent upon the state)  
 

1. Act of God (nature)  
2. Contributory Negligence: (distinguish from comparative)  
3. Assumption of Risk (cannot be used with situations of in loco parentis)  


